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ABSTRACT
Urbanization typically increasesrunoff and sediment loads in streamswhich can cause
geomorphic changesin channel size and planform. It is important to understand and predict
these channel changes since they are often associatedwith flooding, sedimentation, water
quality, and habitat managementproblems. This study examines the influence of urbanization on
channel geomorphology in watershedsthat drain metropolitan Springfield, Missouri, the third
largest city in the state located in southwestern Missouri on the Springfield Plateau of the Ozarks
PlateausRegion. Regression analysis is used to describe the spatial variations in channel
morphology using drainage area, land use, and riparian vegetation variables. Interestingly,
channel cross-section dimensions for a given drainage area did not differ between rural and
urban streams. But compared to rural streams, urban streams have shorter rime spacing,
shallower pools and larger bed materials. The magnitude ofurban influence on channel form in
this study is generally within 20% of the rural reference streams,however, studies in other
regions often report changes of 200% or more. The limited response of these Ozark streams to
urban disturbance can be explained by pre-conditioning of watershed hydrology by historical
land disturbances,presenceof cohesive banks with natural gravel armoring near the bed, and
karst bedrock-control.
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INTRODUCTION
Urbanization can destabilize streams and influence channel form and sediment transport at the
watershed-scaleby accelerating the hydrologic responsethrough the addition of impervious
areas,expansion of the drainage network, and reduction of channel roughness. Channel beds and
banks can become unstable in urban watersheds becausethe channel-forming discharge (i.e. 1- to
2-year flood) typically increasesby >3 times predevelopment levels (Dunne and Leopold, 1978).
More information on how urban developments impact stream channel form is needed for regions
where field data is presently lacking. This paper examines the influence of urbanization on
channel morphology in South Dry Sac Watershed located on the Ozark Plateau in southwest
Missouri. The watershed drains the northern part of Springfield, the third largest city in the state.
Urban growth rates in the area rank as some of the highest in the country. Information on
channel geomorphology and the role ofhuman activities in causing stream erosion and/or
sedimentation problems in the Ozarks is timely since recent environmental initiatives in storm
water control, water quality protection, and channel restoration need to consider the physical
behavior of the channel system in order to be effective.
Channel changesassociatedwith a shift from rural (or forested) conditions to urban land use
within a watershed has been an important topic of study in geomorphology for almost 40 years
(Wolman, 1967; Booth, 1990; Pizzutto et al., 2000). It is well understood that urban hydrology
can causeadjustments in channel slope, width and depth, and sediment caliber and that these
parametersare commonly used to characterize channel form within a watershed (Rosgen, 1996).
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sediment size properties are more sensitive to urban hydrology and related sediment regime
changesthan cross-section form in these bedrock-controlled streams draining karst.
While this study emphasizesthe lack of detection of a distinct urban influence on channel width
and depth, there is clear evidence of stream erosion and sedimentation associatedwith urban
development in the area. Field studies indicate that small drainage-ways and streamsnot
influenced greatly by bedrock-control are subject to bed and bank erosion below urban
developments (Martin, 2001). However, this study underscoresthe importance of understanding
the role that geomorphic resistance factors and recovery potential plays in evaluating the
physical stability of stream systems at the watershed-scale.
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